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Superdeformed bands of odd nuclei inA5190 region in the quasiparticle picture
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We study the properties of the superdeformed~SD! bands of195Pb and193Hg by the cranked Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov method. Our calculations reproduce the flat behavior of the dynamical moment of inertia of two of
the SD bands of195Pb measured recently. We discuss possible configuration assignments for the observed
bands 3 and 4 of195Pb. We also calculate the two interacting SD bands of193Hg. Our analysis confirms the
merit of density-dependent pairing forces as compared to seniority pairing interactions.
@S0556-2813~97!01703-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical moment of inertiaJ of most superde-
formed~SD! bands observed in nuclei of theA. 190 region
are increasing functions of the angular velocityv @1–14#.
Recently, Farriset al., @12# found thatJ is almost constan
versusv for the two lowest SD bands in195Pb. This new
feature is particularly interesting. In the same nucleus t
other bands have been observed which display the usua
creasing trend. It appears natural to attempt an explanatio
these various behaviors of the SD bands of195Pb in terms of
their quasiparticle~qp! structure. According to most theoret
cal investigations in theA5190 region, the neutron qp’
relevant for neutron numbers above theN5112 gap are built
on the@752#5/2, @512#5/2, and@624#9/2 orbitals@15–18#. In
this work, we analyze the properties of the SD bands of
two odd-N neighboring nuclei195Pb and 193Hg @5# which
today provide the richest information set on the neut
structure in theA5190 superdeformed well. Our work i
based on the cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! ap-
proach which has been shown to reproduce with a good
curacy the SD band properties of even nuclei@19,20#. As in
Ref. @18#, the mean-field method has been corrected
means of the Lipkin-Nogami prescription@21–23# to take
into account the finite number of nucleons. The nucle
nucleon effective interaction in the particle-hole channe
the Skyrme force within the Skm* parametrization@24#. In
the pairing channel we use a zero-range force with a surf
peaked density dependence as described in Ref.@20#. In a
previous study of the yrast SD band of194Pb, this type of
force was shown to improve significantly the alignme
properties which determine the saturation ofJ for large val-
ues ofv.
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Our method of solution of the HFB equation combines t
imaginary-time evolution method to determine the ba
which diagonalizes the mean-field Hamiltonian and a dia
nalization of the HFB Hamiltonian matrix to construct th
canonical basis. Details can be found in Ref.@18#. The dif-
ferent bands of the odd nuclei we are concerned with,
described by the self-consistent creation of the appropr
qp @25# on the even vacuum. This requires some care in
numerical treatment, since, except at zero angular veloc
parity, and signature are the only quantum numbers availa
for sorting qp’s. Therefore, we rely mostly on continui
properties versusv to follow a given SD band.

The first part of this paper is devoted to a study ofJ and
qp Routhian~qpR! properties of195Pb. In the second part we
analyze how the structure of the pairing force affects
properties by comparing the results for193Hg with the
density-dependent interaction with those of Ref.@25# in
which a seniority interaction was used.

II. SUPERDEFORMATION IN 195Pb

A. Dynamical moment of inertia

In Fig. 1 we compare the dynamical moments of iner
J of the four observed bands@12# with those calculated for
the seven SD bands built on the@752#5/2, a561/2,
@512#5/2, a561/2, @624#9/2, a561/2, and @642#3/2,
a521/2 orbitals. The SD bands built on the intrudern
@752#5/2 bands display a small variation ofJ for \v > 0.24
MeV. It seems therefore reasonable to assign them to the
and second experimental bands. The observed signifi
signature splitting is also reproduced and suggests that
band with lowest moment of inertia has a positive signatu
For bands 3 and 4 the authors of Ref.@12# have argued tha
they may be built onn@624#9/2 orbitals. On the other hand
the theoretical part of their analysis indicated that transit
energies associated withn@624#9/2 and n@512#5/2 bands
would be almost identical. This is supported by our resu
1231 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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Indeed we find that the moment of inertia of then@624#9/2
bands is very similar to that of then@512#5/2 bands for\v
> 0.24 MeV. Both sets ofJ agree qualitatively with those
observed for bands 3 and 4. Based on the sole informa
given by the moment of inertia, it is therefore not possible
decide whether bands 3 and 4 should be labeledn@624#9/2 or
n@512#5/2. We only note a small signature splitting for th
n@512#5/2 when\v > 0.3 MeV. A complementary piece o
information is provided by the excitation energyErel of the
bands with respect to each other. It is generally believed
this quantity which is directly available in the calculatio
~see Table I! is correlated with the observed relative popu
tion of the bands. In Table I, the reference energy co
sponds to the state ofn @752#5/2, a521/2 band of the an-
gular momentumI 5 32.5; it has been calculated b
averaging two energies ofI 5 31.5 and 33.5. The relative
excitation energiesErel of the other negative-signature ban
were calculated in the same way. According to Table I,
n@752#5/2 bands are the lowest, then@512#5/2 bands are sec
ond lowest and then@624#9/2 n@642#3/2 bands are the mos
excited. Therefore, for then@752#5/2 bands, the agreement o

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental dynamical moments of inertia of th
four SD bands@12# of 195Pb.~b! HFB dynamical moments of inertia
of the lowest SD bands of195Pb. ~The negative signature bands a
denoted with black symbols.!

TABLE I. Calculated relative excitation energiesErel of the six
SD bands in195Pb atI 5 32.5. The reference band isn @752#5/2,
a521/2 band.Erel of the negative-signature bands were calcula
from averages of energies ofI 5 31.5 and 33.5.

Band Erel @MeV#

n @752#5/2, a511/2 0.125
n @752#5/2, a521/2 0.000
n @512#5/2, a511/2 0.168
n @512#5/2, a521/2 0.172
n @624#9/2, a511/2 0.297
n @624#9/2, a521/2 0.297
n @642#3/2, a521/2 0.368
n
o

at

-
-

e

our calculation with experiment concerns both the magnitu
and behavior of moments of inertia and the excitation
ergy. On the other hand, we are led led to assign
n@512#5/2 structure to bands 3 and 4. We note, however, t
the energy differences in Table I are of the order of 0.1 Me
Such a precision is below the limit of physical credibility o
a calculation such as ours when it comes to the relative
sition of orbitals. We shall return to this point when discus
ing the crossing phenomenon in193Hg.

B. Deformation

The charge quadrupole momentsQc of then@512#5/2 and
n@624#9/2 bands are shown in Fig. 2. They differ by appro
mately 0.3 b which is probably too small to be measured.
expected for bands with largem values no signature splitting
is found. The quadrupole moments of the intruder bands
slightly more different: 19.96 eb atI 5 32.5 (\v 5 0.314
MeV! for a511/2 and 19.47 eb atI 5 31.5 (\v 5 0.290
MeV! for its signature partner. Differences between the m
netic moments of then@512#5/2 andn@624#9/2 bands can
lead to different crosstalks between the bands. Howe
their values are rather similar (. 12.4 mN , mN being the
nuclear magneton, atI . 31! for the four bands.1 Both the
quadrupole and the magnetic moments do not provide a
evant signature to establish the nature of the third and fo
SD bands.

C. Quasiparticle energies

Let us now consider the evolution of the qpR’s vers
v. As the mean-fields are self-consistently modified by

1We have taken the cranking axis as approximate quantiza
axis in evaluating the magnetic moment at\v.0.3 MeV. Semmes
et al. @26# have calculated the magnetic moments in the framew
of the particle-rotor model with the strong-coupling scheme. Th
obtained a value of20.48 for theg factor of then @512#5/22 band
of 193Hg.

d

FIG. 2. Calculated charge quadrupole momentsQc of the
n@512#5/2, n@624#9/2 bands and then@642#3/2,a 5 21/2 band of
195Pb. Correspondence between the symbols and the SD ban
the same as in Fig. 1~b!.
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55 1233SUPERDEFORMED BANDS OF ODD NUCLEI INA5190 . . .
creation of a qp, the behavior of the qpR’s are not the sa
for the six SD bands and differ also from those calculated
194Pb. In Figs. 3 and 4 we show the neutron qpR’s for
n@752#5/2, a 5 21/2 ~ after a crossing with@512#5/2,a5
21/2! andn@624#9/2,a 5 11/2 bands respectively. In eac
figure, the thick curve indicates which qp is occupied.

In self-consistent calculations, such as those discusse
the present work, the interpretation of qp diagrams requ
some care. First of all let us recall that qp energies a
Routhians are not observables: they are not eigenvalues
Hermitian operator which stay the same for all nuclei as
instance the charge quadrupole operator or the Hamilton
On Figs. 3 and 4 we have drawn the qp energies~eigenvalues
of the HFB Hamiltonian which depends both on the nucle
and on the configuration! corresponding to the self consiste
vacuum associated with two different 1-qp excitations. Th
diagrams differ from those of the two neighboring even is
topes. Two factors play a role. First, the Fermi level is d
placed to ensure that the average number of particles is e

FIG. 3. Neutron qpR ofn@752#5/2, a521/2 SD band. The
thick dotted curve indicates the occupied qpR. Full~dashed! curves
correspond to positive parity and positive~negative! signature, and
dot-dashed~dotted! curves to negative parity and positive~negative!
signature.

FIG. 4. Neutron qpR ofn@624#9/2,a511/2 SD band. The thick
full curve corresponds to the occupied qpR. The other draw
conventions are the same as those used in Fig. 3.
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to 113. Second, the excitation of a 1-qp creates specific t
odd contributions to the mean field which do exist even
the absence of rotation. These terms are responsible f
splitting between signature partner Routhians at\v50. Of
course, the creation of a 1-qp excitation in the signature p
ner orbital~and a changev↔2v) would simply lead to a
similar qp diagram with an exchange of signature for all t
curves. A question still not understood is the sign and
magnitude of these splittings. In particular, we notice th
they are especially large for the pair out of which the qp
created. On the other hand, in a study of excited states in
even nucleus, one can consider a 2-qp state built on a si
ture partner pair. In such case, time reversal invarianc
restored at\v50 and no splitting occurs in the absence
cranking. However, due to self-consistency effects, the
spectrum will differ from that of the 0-qp configuration. On
of the main consequences of the modification of t
Routhian spectrum is the displacement of level-crossings
quencies compared to the values expected from the con
eration of the qp spectrum of the neighboring even nuc
Finally, let us mention that in the definition of the ‘‘exper
mental’’ Routhians constructed from the experimental to
energies, the breaking of the time reversal symmetry is
taken into account.

Figures 3 and 4 show that the flatJ behavior for the
n@752#5/2 bands is strongly correlated with the curvature
the associated Routhians which is markedly different fr
those of other qpR’s. Moreover, the fact that the avera
curvature of then@752#5/2,a 5 11/2 Routhian is the small-
est is consistent with the low moment of inertia of the co
responding band.

The accident in the theoreticalJ for the @752#5/2 and
@512#5/2 bands for 0.1<\v<0.2 MeV is generated by a
band crossing. Such a feature can always happen when
crossing bands have the same quantum numbers. In case
band crossing, our convention is to denote bands with the
configuration which characterizes them for large values
\v. For values of \v near 0.15 MeV, both for the
n@752#5/2 andn@512#5/2 bands, we have not been able
obtain solutions satisfying the angular-momentum constr
accurately. We have met numerical instabilities caused
the near degeneracy both in energy and angular momen
A correct physical solution of this problem requires a se
consistent configuration mixing calculation which is beyo
the scope of this study. As a band crossing has not b
observed in195Pb, we infer that the calculation shown in Fi
3 overestimates the energy difference between
n@752#5/2, a521/2 and n@512#5/2, a521/2 energies at
v50 by at least 0.1 MeV. A possible way to remedy th
deficiency, is to correct the mean field in such a way that
energy of then@512#5/2,a521/2 is pushed up, leading to
crossing below the lowest observed\v. According to the
above discussion, the associated excitation energy of
n@512#5/2 SD bands will increase and possibly modify o
assignation for band 3 and 4, leading to a better agreem
with the conclusions of Ref.@12#.

Let us mention the relative position ofn@624#9/2,
a511/2 in Fig. 4. The qpR is not the lowest in Routhia
having the positive parity and positive signature. It is anti
pated, however, that a particle-type qpR (n@624#9/2! be-
comes lower than a hole-type one (n@642#3/2! in 195Pb when
g
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their energies are comparable for the yrast SD band
194Pb. Given the present uncertainty of mean-field calcu
tion concerning the detailed relative location of the qpR
we cannot disregardn@624#9/2 as a candidate for the con
figuration of bands 3 and 4.

On Fig. 2 and in Table I we have also reported result
the negative signature band built on then@642#3/2,a521/2
quasiparticle. Although the Routhian of this state is low
than that of then@624#9/2 in the quasiparticle spectrum o
194Pb, Table I shows that the@642#3/2 SD band is more
excited. This is a direct consequence of self-consistent
fects.

III. SUPERDEFORMATION IN 193Hg

Let us now see how these considerations can be exte
to the analysis of the nucleus193Hg. So far six SD bands
including two identical bands have been observed@5#.
Within the HFB method we have already performed a stu
using the same Skyrme force parametrization for the m
field @25#. However, in this earlier work, pairing correlation
were described with a seniority interaction. Figure 5 sho
together with the experimental data the results of the pre
analysis limited to the two interacting bandsn @752#5/2,a 5
21/2 band~band 4! andn @512#5/2, a 5 21/2 band~band

FIG. 5. Experimental dynamical moment of inertiaJ of 193Hg
for bands 1~solid triangle! and 4 ~solid circle!. Our results are
indicated by open triangles for then @512#5/2,a521/2 configura-
tion and by open circles for then @752#5/2, a521/2 one.
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1! with a zero-range density dependent pairing force. F
each band a separate HFB calculation has been perform
Our calculation shows that this dual self-consistent H
analysis is able to reproduce the observed band interac
This is a significant improvement over the calculation of R
@25# in which no interaction was found. It provides an add
tional indication of the superiority of a surface-type zer
range pairing force over a seniority interaction. On the ot
hand, the angular velocity at which bands interact is found
\v.0.15 MeV instead of the observed value\v.0.25
MeV. This difference may reflect an inaccuracy of the re
tive location of the relevant qpR’s in193Hg which would
then be consistent with our discussion on the position
orbitals @752#5/2 and@512#5/2 in 195Pb.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have analyzed the properties of the
bands of two odd-N nuclei 195Pb and193Hg by making use
of the cranked HFB method. Our self-consistent calculat
has confirmed the general belief that the flat behavior ofJ in
bands 1 and 2 of195Pb is related to the curvature of th
neutron intruder qpR. For bands 3 and 4 we have found
configurations based on the@624#9/2 and @512#5/2 are in
competition. Both the moment of inertia, the quadrupole m
ments and the magnetic moments of these four SD bands
very similar. In particular, within the HFB method thes
quantities do not provide a relevant mean to decide the
ture of the observed bands 3 and 4. We have also calcul
the two interacting SD bands of193Hg with qualitative suc-
cess. The results of this analysis provide additional supp
for an effective pairing force acting predominantly at t
nuclear surface. The quantitative inaccuracy on the posi
of the crossing frequencies (D\v' 0.1 MeV! could be an
indication that qpR associated with the@512#5/2 is too low
by 0.1 MeV relative to the rest of the spectrum. It is
interesting and open question whether it is possible to de
mine an effective interaction with the same global qualit
of the SkM* force which could also achieve a better pre
sion as regards the single-particle energies.
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